[spencer, p. 225]
OUR LADY OF CHARTRES 
AND THE 
VIRGIN'S NIGHTGOWN
Chartres was one of the best-known pilgrimage spots in medieval France. Its cathedral was a prime centre of devotion to the Virgin Mary. From the middle of the 12th century two items provided a focus for this veneration. One was a statue of the Virgin revered for its reputed miracle-working powers. This, like the famous statues at Rocamadour (245), Le Puy (244) and Montpellier (246g; see p 239), was a black Virgin, and copies of it were commissioned as far afield as Scandinavia and Iceland. The other attraction, regarded as so precious that it was guarded night and day by four armed men (de Lepinois & Merlet 1862, 61), was the sacrosancto camisia, the sacred shift or nightgown said to have been worn by the Virgin the night she gave birth to Christ. The garment had been given to Chartres in 876 by Charles the Lald, who brought it there from Constantinople, and it was said to have been used by the French as a rallying‑point during the siege of Chartres by the Normans in 911 (Forgeais 1863, 29). of all the many items of the Virgin's clothing that were claimed as relics, this was the most famous. Like [p.226] the various girdles of Our Lady owned by Westminster Abbey and several other pilgrimage churches, the nightgown was thought to ease the pain and reduce the hazards of childbirth. It was more important than rival garments of the Virgin held at Trier Regensburg and elsewhere, though the evidence of pilgrim signs suggests that by the 15th century the Virgin's nightgown at Aachen had become at least its equal in popular esteem.

The principal record of miracles attributed to Our Lady of Chartres, the great majority of which were cures, was made at the end of the 12th century. One of them involved a young English scholar who was on his way home with a present for his betrothed, but instead dedicated the gift and himself to Our Lady of Chartres (Thomas, A 1881, 528-31). On a more exalted level, Edward III and the Black Prince believed that they had been persuaded to make the peace of Bretigny in 1360 by the supernatural intervention of Our Lady of Chartres. They were also persuaded to seal the treaty with a pilgrimage to Chartres cathedral (de Lettenhove 1869, 281-2). Edward's great-grandfather, Henry III, was also a devotee. He undertook a pious journey to Chartres, and it was probably during his reign (1216-72) that two pilgrim signs from Chartres found their way back to London. Both are square plaques with trilobed tops.

The more complete specimen was recovered from the Vintry coffer-dam in 1990 (VHAsp h 43mm). on the front (239b, left) is depicted a figure of Our Lady on a portable throne, which is being carried in procession on a litter by two men moving from left to right. The Virgin has an exaggeratedly large head. The infant Christ holds a book and is given a cruciform nimbus. On either side of the Virgin is a pilaster, a censer on a chain and a candle in a tripod holder. At her feet lie several hand crutches, presumably left as ex voto offerings by those cured of paralysis of the legs. A retrograde inscription at the top and sides, in mixed Roman and Lombardic capitals, includes the Latin name for Chartres. Reading anticlockwise from the left-hand fleuron of the Virgin's crown, the inscription may be construed thus: S[IGNVM] BEA[T]E MARIE CARNOTENSIS TAE (? TABVLE, or perhaps its diminutive TABELLE or TABELLATE). High spots, like the Virgin's head and knees and the ends of the armrests, have been worn smooth.

On the reverse (239b, right) is depicted a chasse of Romanesque form, supported at the sides by two substantial columns with capitals and bases and tores at the middle. Beneath the chasse is shown the Virgin's nightgown, as if displayed on a pole‑like hanger. The stylised, tabard-like, depiction of this relic was to continue under the name of chemisette de Notre-Dame or de Chartres on Chartres pilgrim souvenirs until the 17th century (van Beuningen & Koldeweij 1993, 218, no. 445). The same form was also to be adopted elsewhere, notably at Aachen (Koster 1983b, pl 1-4; van Heeringen et al. 1987, 66-70). Here, on the Vintry find, the chemisette is flanked by fleurs-de-lys and beneath it, perhaps to remind the pilgrim of the vital importance of oblations, is depicted a coin, a denier Chartrain, bearing part of the arms of Chartres (Williams, J. W. 1993, 118-19). The prototype coin is considered to be of 13th century date (Forgeais 1865, 118-19, Lecocq 1876, 215-17; Vaultier 1958, 41). Judging from comparable pilgrim signs, this badge would originally have had four stitching-rings (Lecocq 1876, figs 8, 11).

The other badge found at London (BIGsp; Mitchiner 1986 263) retains two stitching-rings but has lost the top and most of its inscription. It is essentially similar to the Vintry find described above, the main difference being the introduction of two suppliant pilgrims at the foot of the Virgin's image (cf. Lecocq 1876, fig 2), a feature that was also to recur on 14th- and 15th-century badges from Chartres (ibid., fig 5; Lamy-Lassalle 1968, fig 24).

The sale of pilgrim signs at Chartres was carefully leased by the cathedral chapter to selected individuals, who paid an annual sum of between 8 and 11 livres tournois for the privilege (Lecocq 1876, 206-12). Badge sellers were then allocated a stall and cupboard in the cloister, where they often had to take their places alongside a multitude of other petty stallholders who, like the pilgrims they mainly [p.227] catered for, flocked to Chartres for the feasts of the Virgin, especially those in March and September. In the 14th and 15th centuries the sale of pilgrim souvenirs appears to have been linked with retailers specializing in the sale of distaffs. In 1494, for instance, Geoffrey Postel took a lease of a stall for the sale of distaffs and all manner of souvenirs of lead, tin and other metal, stamped with the image of Our Lady of Chartres (for a possible die-struck badge of this kind, found at Norwich, see Spencer 1993, 8, no. 17). That the cathedral was prepared to assert its authority in these matters was shown in 1453 when it confiscated 18 pilgrim signs of silver-gilt and enamel, which a goldsmith had tried to expose for sale without authorization (Lecocq 1876, 207).

THE HOLY TEAR,
VENDOME
Between Orleans and Tours the next resort for pilgrims who were prepared to make a small detour, was the abbey of the Trinity at Vendome (Loir-et-Cher). The abbey was founded by Geoffrey Martel, Count of Anjou, in 1032. Subsequently he was presented with a collection of relics by the Emperor Henry III in gratitude for loyal and valiant service. The collection included an arm of St George. More important, however, was the relic of the Holy Tear which Jesus shed before raising Lazarus from the dead, as told in the Bible's shortest verse: 'Jesus wept' (John 11:35). Geoffrey offered the tear to the abbey of Vendome, where, preserved in a reliquary of rock crystal, it began to perform miraculous cures and quickly to establish a flourishing pilgrimage. Each year on Good Friday the precious relic was carried in procession. Owing to the Resurrection, it was generally held that there could be no physical relics of Christ. Nevertheless, holy tears made their appearance in at least another seven French churches, including Saint-Maximin la Sainte-Baume (see p 239). Pilgrim signs, however, strongly suggest that the relic at Vendome was by far the most important. At first these souvenirs were in the form of ampullae, which presumably contained drops of thaumaturgic water. One example was recovered from the site of the Thames Exchange, London (239c, TEXsp, BM MLA 1992,1-3,1, h 74mm). It is in the shape of a flattened flask with loops at the neck for its suspension. Between the loops a flange follows the outline of the flask.

On one side (239c, left) is depicted an altar, with a patterned altar-cloth and a cross patee at each upper corner. On top of the altar stands a large ciborium or chalice, without a cover. On each side is a standing figure, plausibly identified on some other versions of the ampulla as Lazarus's sisters, St Mary Magdalene and St Martha (Forgeais 1865, 65, 77), but here both faces have pointed chins, as if bearded. The figure on the right (damaged by corrosion) holds a huge pear-shaped tear, or a reliquary of the same shape, over the ciborium. The other figure holds a candle. The surrounding border is decorated with opposed triangles, alternately hatched and plain. The outer flange is filled with an inscription that includes the word SIGNVM (in reverse) but is otherwise unintelligible. Above are the words +LACR/+MA:DEI (God's tear) separated by lines and surmounted by a zigzag border.

On the reverse (239c, right) a knight on a dappled horse rides from left to right. He carries a lance with pennon and a round-topped shield and wears mail armour and a cylindrical, flat-topped helm with two horizontal openings. Both helm and shield are capped by tiny crosses. Space behind the figure is filled with foliage. The knight is identified by the inscription above: S: GEOR/GIVS. The style of the helm is 13th century, while the overall form of the ampulla is closely paralleled by ampullae made at Canterbury and certain shrines in the English Midlands at the beginning of the 13th  century (Spencer 1971b; 1982b; 1987, 219-20, nos 43-4).

A smaller (h 50mm), cruder Vendome ampulla was retrieved from the Billingsgate site (239d, BIGsp). Here the two figures on either side of the altar hold up the Holy Tear above the ciborium. On the other side is Christ on the Cross, attended by the figures of Mary and John. At the foot of the cross and at the ends of the transom are depicted clusters
[p.228]






